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With the rapid development of knowledge economy, the strong economic value 
of well-known trademark has become more prominent and the related special 
protection has also been increasingly focused by international community. The 
well-known trademark is the labor &wisdom-crystallization of producers and 
operators which means the better quality and reputation. Besides, it could bring much 
economic profit. Therefore, it is very important that the well-known trademark system 
should be established and improved in order to make it protected well. In fact, the 
recognition is the key of the whole system as well as the precondition of the special 
protection. The aim of system establishment could be well realized only when the 
recognition is perfected. The recognition way in China has been changed from the 
single administrative recognition to the dual system namely judicial recognition and 
administrative recognition. The change is in line with the international practice and 
the dual style plays an important role in the recognition and protection for Chinese 
well-known trademark. However, the system is constantly misread and abused in 
China in recent years. Meanwhile, the malady is emerging in practice. Some standards 
for the recognition of well-known such as the relevant public and popularity are lack 
of detailed regulation and operability.  Due to the inconformity of procedures and 
standards between the two recognitions as well as the undefined effectiveness of 
recognition, the legal proceedings and rights procedures are executed over and over 
again. Besides, the two have their own shortages. In the administrative recognition, 
the subject is expanded in a disguised way and administrative legislation cannot meet 
the need; in the judicial recognition, there is fake lawsuit. These shortages have 
become a big block for the well-establishment and well-being of the well-know 
trademark system. It will seriously be deviated from the value and essence of 
well-known trademark, if the problems which make the trademark alienation and 
make authorities abuse their rights could not be solved well. Furthermore, without the 















brands effectively, and the rights of consumers would also be damaged. The 
self-innovation and self-brand strategies could not be implemented smoothly. This 
paper gives a introduction about well-known trademark from its recognition angle. 
Moreover, the problems in dual recognition system in our country and the 
shortcomings in the administrative recognition and judicial recognition for 
well-known trademark are analyzed after the overview of its history evolution as well 
as the relevant regulations of internal and external well-known trademark recognition 
systems. Correspondingly, some suggestions for the improvement of well-known 
trademark system in our country and the approaches to the above problems are 
proposed in this paper.  
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